
About Silo#5 

 

A massive machine for the movement of grain, Silo No. 5, with its 206 silos in three different structures, measures almost a half a kilometre long and 

reaches up to a height of 66.4 metres. Silo No. 5, was first constructed between 1903 and 1906 as part of the infrastructure program that transformed 

the Port of Montreal, catapulting it into its position as the world's leading exporter of grain. In its heyday, the silo, which greatly contributed to the 

industrial development of the port, held over five million bushels of grain or enough wheat to fill 30 Olympic-size swimming pools or make over 230 

million loaves of bread. 

Constructed, enlarged, and renovated in four stages in 1906, 1914, 1924, and 1959, Silo No. 5 forms a monumental structure embodying the 

evolution of architectural forms, techniques and materials. As such, it provides a historic and visual timeline as construction materials changed from 

steel to reinforced concrete and the form of the silos from square to cylindrical to undulating. Over the years, the dust removal system was perfected, 

storage capacity increased, and mechanical functions were improved and, eventually, automated. In 1963, Elevator "B" and its annexes were linked 

with "B-1" by an overhead gallery and the entire complex was given the name "Government Elevator No. 5" by which it is now officially known. 

For most of its life, Silo No. 5 was an active contributor to the Port of Montreal's grain activities and grain deliveries from Silo No. 5 maintained their 

percentage in relation to the production of the other Port elevators. For example, in 1906, when there were only two grain elevators in the Port, Silo 

No. 5 delivered 11,661,015 bushels, or approximately 50% out of a total of 23,055,011 for the Port. In 1916, after the construction of its first annex and 

Elevator No. 2, Silo No. 5 delivered 25,467,748 bushels, or 33%, of a total of 77,016,466. By 1928, when the Port, at the height of its renown, had four 

modern grain elevators, Elevator "B" with its two annexes delivered 54,528,122 bushels, or approximately 25%, of the total 211,295,379 bushels 

handled by the 4 Port elevators. Even as late as 1970, after the construction of Elevator No. 4 and its first annex in the east end of the Port, Silo No. 5 

delivered 30,257,082 bushels, or 20%, of the total 158,33,703 bushels delivered by the Port's five elevators. 

However, starting in the 1980s, Silo No. 5's activities decreased in conjunction with the decline of the Port of Montreal's dominance in the handling of 

grain for export. In addition, the construction of Elevator No. 4, which specialized in handling grain for export, contributed to limiting Silo No. 5's role to 

grain deliveries for domestic use. Whereas the 1924 annual report of the Harbour Commission noted that all of Silo No. 5's 35,864,432 bushels of 

grain deliveries, with the exception of some 2 million bushels for domestic use, were “elevated, weighed, stored and delivered to ocean going 

vehicles”, the situation had changed radically by the end of the century. A report by the Port of Montreal on grain handled by Silo No. 5 shows that by 

the late 1980s, the Silo's clients were limited to neighbouring mills, such as Ogilvie Mill, Robin Hood Multifoods, Rozon Mills, and Canada Malting Co. 

By the 1990s, two factors combined to diminish even these clients need for Silo No. 5. Quebec had become a self-sufficient producer of the barley, 

oats and corn used in animal feed, thus eliminating its clients need to import and store these grains. In addition, when the Canadian Wheat Board's 

(the government agency charged with the marketing of Canadian grain) responsibility for storage costs of barley and oats ended along with its 

authority over the inter-provincial sale of feed grains, Ogilvie and Canada Malting Co. decided to avoid assuming these costs by enlarging and 

improving their own grain handling facilities. 

As of 1991, Silo No. 5 was partially closed, with only the structure "B-1" still used as a storage annex for the neighbouring mills. By 1994, with 

revenues no longer covering expenses, Silo was emptied and operations ceased entirely at the end of the year. 

 


